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1571 ABSTRACT 
A hand held paper pager is disclosed in which a trans 
mitted message is displayed in alpha/numeric form by a 
precessing display which moves the received message 
across the display in a continuous fashion so that the 
display need be only large enough to present a rela 
tively small portion of the total message at any given 
time. In one embodiment a dot matrix LED display is 
used and is driven by a recirculating shift register mem 
ory to provide the precession of the message as a result 
of the recirculation. In another embodiment the pager 
may also include a message entry section in which the 
precessing display is used to present and edit the mes 
sage prior to transmission either via an acoustic tele 
phone link to a remote transmitter. or directly from a 
transmitter carried in the pager/encoder package. 

26 Claims. 3 Drawing Figures 
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PRECESSING DISPLAY PAGER 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to paging systems and. more 

particularly. to a hand held pager which silently stores 
the message transmitted to the recipient in such a man 
ner that the message can be read out at the convenience 
of the recipient by a precessing display. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
It is common practice to provide pagers which emit 

an audible tone indicating that a particular recipient is 
to receive a message. Thereafter, the message is trans 
mitted via voice communication to the recipient 
whether or not this recipient is ready to receive the 
message. As a result. the content of the message is some 
times lost when the recipient either cannot remember 
the content of the message or a pencil and paper is not 
immediately available to transcribe the message. This is 
particularly severe when telephone numbers or ad 
dresses are transmitted. The result is frustration of the 
recipient and the necessity of communicating with the 
originator of the message to obtain its content. In one 
broad aspect. this invention alleviates the inconve 
nience of the prior art paging systems by providing 
storage and recall of the transmitted message through 
the use of a processing display of a stored message (soft 
copy unit) in an unattended unit. 

In another broad aspect of this invention. a portable 
encoder unit is coupled via a telephone link to a com 
mon carrier paging transmitter. The system is compati 
ble with existing transmitters and permits the encoding 
of messages anywhere that telephone service is avail 
able. It is a feature of the subject invention that the 
encoded message may be transmitted through the com 
mon carrier transmitter audio channel as a substrate for 
voice communication without alteration of existing 
unattended transmitting equipment. In this regard, in 
one embodiment. the encoder includes a message entry 
keyboard and means for converting the entered message 
into a series of audio tones for transmission on the audio 
channel alter the transmitter has automatically sent a 
predetermined address code[,] responsive to the di 
aled telephone number. Thus no additional message 
encoding apparatus or tone generating equipment is 
necessary at the common carrier transmitter. in one 
embodiment. the encoding unit may include a preceas-. 
ing display for message editing and review prior to 
transmission [,1 or, alternatively, other types of editing 
displays may be used. 
As illustrated in US. Pat. No. 3,846,783 issued to 

Aspell et al. on Nov. 5, 1974, it is known to provide a 
pager with a hard copy printout. While the Aspell pa 
tent describes generally the use of light emitting diodes 
or liquid crystals for displaying a message. the subject 
invention provides, in one embodiment, for a precessing 
display which rolls by characters across a limited ?eld. 
This type display permits the display of messages which 
have a greater length than the display by precasing the 
message across the display. 

In one embodiment. the pager utilizes a ROM-driven 
LED dot matrix display fed by a recirculating shift 
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2 
register memory which generates the precession as it 
recirculates. In another aspect of the subject invention. 
the LED display enables the presentation of the mes 
sage in the dark a portion at a time. In the subject soft 
copy pager, the message is stored in the pager‘s memory 
and may be recalled at the convenience of the recipient 
by a precessing alpha/numeric display so that the infor 
mation contained in the message can be made available 
at the convenience of the recipient. In a further embodi 
ment. the soft copy pager is provided with encoding 
means so that a message can be composed on the soft 
copy unit prior to its transmittal to a high power trans 
mitter for transmission to another paging unit. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to provide 
an improved hand held paging system in which a mes 
sage transmitted to a recipient is stored at the pager for 
readout at the convenience of the recipient. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
pager which is inexpensive, silent and displays a mes 
sage in alpha/numeric form a portion at a time. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide a 
method of transmitting a message in which the message 
is stored at a remote location in a memory and in which 
the message is recalled by the recipient at his conve 
nience through the use of a precessing display. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
precessing display pager in which the precession is 
generated by a recirculating shift register. 

It is [a] still a further object of this invention to 
provide a soft copy pager which may be utilized both 
for the receipt of a transmitted message and for the 
encoding of a message to be transmitted thereby com 
bimug in one unit the two functions. 

It is [a] yet still a further object of this invention to 
provide a paging system in which messages may be 
locally encoded and transmitted on the audio channel of 
existing unattended common carrier transmitting equip 
ment. 
These and other objects of this invention will be 

better understood in connection with the following 
[desription] description in view of the appended draw 
ings in which: ‘ 
_ FIG. 1 is adiagrammatic representation of a soft copy 
pager/message encoder combination which utilizes a 
precessing display; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of one embodiment of the 
pager/encoder of FIG. 1; and 
FIG. 3 is a more detailed block diagram of a portion 

of the pager/encoder of FIG. 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Referring to FIG. 1. a pager 700 is illustrated in 

which a received message is reproduced in alpha/nu 
meric form by a processing display 702. This pager also 
can be used for message encoding and has a keyboard 
704 for this purpose. The pager has an internal memory 
into which a message may be written, either by receipt 
of a transmitted signal or by local keyboard message 
entry. In the encoding mode the message is [such 
ered] entered into the internal memory and then trans 
mitted by an acoustic link 706 to a transmitting station. 
In one embodiment, the encoded message is displayed 
on a [12] twelve character processing LED display 
which is utilized for message composition and for edit 
ing prior to message transmission. A sufficient number 
of keys are provided on the face of the message en 
coder/soft copy pager to permit correction and to initi 
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ate readout of the encoded message from the internal 
memory of the pager. The encoded message is made 
available at link 706 which is acoustically coupled 
through telephone lines to a remote high power trans 
mitting station. Alternatively, the message encoder/soft 
copy pager may be provided with a transmitter such that 
the address and message may be transmitted from this 
unit for a short distance to other pagers within the area. 
For this purpose, a collapsible antenna 712 is provided. 
as illustrated. 

In either the receiver or encode mode. the message in 
the memory is processed across the display. By precess 
ing is meant that the message is made to travel across 
the display such that the portion of the message that has 
already been viewed disappears. while at the other end 
of the display new portions of the message are gener 
ated. As will be appreciated, receipt of a message may 
be indicated by any convenient message indicator. Vari 
ous indicator lights, generally indicated by reference 
characters 708, are available on the face of the unit to 
indicate the various modes of operation of the device 
such as an indication of Power-On and receipt of a 
message. that a compose cycle is selected. that a mes 
sage is being transmitted. or that a message is being 
held. The recipient displays the masage by pressing an 
appropriate key on the keyboard. Should the recipient 
wish to stop the message from precesaing. a "freeze" 
switch 710 is provided. In this embodiment. the receipt 
of a new message automatically clears the old message 
from the memory included in the soft copy pager unit. 
In [anaother] another embodiment. the messages can 
be made to “stack" into memory in the order in which 
they arrive. 

In operation. a message for the soft copy pager is 
transmitted with, for instance, a predetermined digital 
address. After decoding of the address, the FSK mes 
sage code is decoded within the pager and stored in an 
internal memory. This memory is read out in a precess 
ing fashion to a character decoding read only memory 
(ROM) which is [utilied] utilized in driving an elec 
tronic alpha/numeric display. 

It will be appreciated that this pager serves the func 
tion of preserving the message for recall at the conve 
nience of the recipient while. at the same time provid 
ing that the message may be stored silently and recalled 
silently thereby not disturbing in the vicinity 
of the pager. 

Thus, in one unit. a message encoder and message 
receiving apparatus is combined. The signi?cance of the 
combination is that the same precesaing internal mem 
ory and the same read only memory may be utilized for 
message encoding and message decoding. Thus, in one 
embodiment, pager 700 functions as a soft copy pager, a 
message encoder, and a message transmitter. A block 
diagram of one embodiment of the sch copy pager of 
FIG. 1 having these three capabilities is illustrated in 
connection with FIG. 2 and is now described. 

Referring to FIG. 2, a block diagram of one embodi 
ment of the soft copy digital message communicator is 
illustrated as including a receiver 720 connected to an 
antenna 722. The output of the receiver is connected to 
an FSK demodulator 724. The output of the FSK de 
modulator includes serial data which is coupled both to 
a clock extractor 726 and to a serial-to-parallel register 
728. The output of the serial-to-parallel register is the 
ASC ll code of the incoming data. This is applied to a 
six pole, two-position switch 730 which. in the receiver 
mode, couples the data to the recirculating shift register 
memory. In the second position. switch 730 couples 
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4 
keyboard generated ASCII characters into the mem 
ory. In this ?gure the recirculating shift register mem 
ory is indicated by reference character 732 and the 
keyboard by reference character 734. 
The output of the FSK demodulator 724 is also cou 

pled to an address or ID. code recognition circuit 736 
which, upon decoding of the proper ASCII character 
sequence. couples a signal to a mode control circuit 738 
which forces the system into the receive mode by con 
trol of switch 730 and control of a clock extractor 726 
which inter alia provides timing for the data transmis 
sion in the transmit mode. A signal is also transmitted 
over line 739 from the ID code recognition circuit to 
clear memory 732 in response to a signal indicating a 
mode change from mode control circuit 738. The status 
of the system is indicated by status indicators 741 which 
are driven by the mode control circuit. 

In the receive mode, data from the serial-to-parallel 
register 728 is transmitted to recirculating shift register 
memory 732 which is under control of memory control 
shift register 740. The purpose of the memory control 
register is to ascertain the length of the message stored 
in memory 732 and the beginning thereof. This permits 
the readout of the message from memory 732 to the dot 
matrix character ROM 742 following the complete 
reception of the message. The dot matrix character 
ROM is read out to a row driver and multiplexer 744 
and to a data refresh and keyboard decoder timing cir 
cuit 746. The display refresh and keyboard decoder 
timing unit 746 provides the appropriate timing signals 
for the column driver herein indicated by the reference 
character 74! such that the columns are actuated in the 
proper sequence to display memory contents. The dis 
play in one embodiment is a [12] twelve character 
LED dot matrix display 750 such as MONSANTO 
MKA3. The line between ROM 742 and display refresh 
and keyboard encoder 746 illustrated by line 752 is a 
two-way line which controls the timing of the character 
readout from the dot matrix in terms of the row driver 
and synchronizes this with the column driver activation 
and the multiplexing thereof. 

It is an important feature of this portion of the soft 
copy unit that the message be stored in the memory for 
readout at the convenience of the recipient and also that 
the message be formed in such a way that it can be 
processed across the dot matrix display. Readout of the 
message is accomplished by actuation of switch 754 
which activates mode control 738 to establish a signal 
on line 756 thereby to control shift register timing and 
control unit 758 to activate the memory control register 
740 which. in turn. activates memory 732 to serially 
dump its contents through to the dot matrix character 
ROM 742 in a recirculating manner thereby to cause the 
displayed characters to precesa. Auxiliary switch 760 is 
provided to freeze the precession by controlling the 
memory control register. 

It will be appreciated that memory 732 in essence. 
acts as a refresh buffer to restore the readout characters 
so that they can be read out again during recirculation. 
Thus, memory 732 in one sense is not a destructive 
memory and will destruct the data therein only upon 
command stimulated by the receipt of a new message, 
or by clearing due to keyboard encoding. 
Whathasbeendescribedsofaristhedecodingofa 

received message by the subject so? copy unit. As men 
tioned hereinbefore [,1 in connection with FIG. 1. it is 
possible to use this same unit for encoding the message 
and displaying the encoded message prior to transmis 
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sion. In this sense. the display is utilized in the formula 
tion of the message and can be utilized in a manner so 
that errors in the message may be corrected prior to 
transmission. To accomplish this. the message is en 
coded by actuation of keyboard 734 which. in turn. 
actuates display refresh and keyboard encoder timing 
746 to generate a [6] six bit character code over line 
762 which is coupled to switch 730 to enter the charac~ 

ters into the recirculating memory. This line also tially carries a signal which activates the mode control 

738 to generate a signal coupled to switch 730 to switch 
from its receive mode to a message composition mode. 
Thereafter, the message is entered into the recirculating 
register from the keyboard and is simultaneously read 
out via the dot matrix character ROM to the display as 
described hereinbefore. 

It will be appreciated that the output of the memory 
732 is coupled to a parallel-to-serial converter 770 
which converts the ASC II coded characters into a 
serial transmission for actuating FSK modulator 772 to 
modulate transmitter 774 to transmit the data. In the 
receive or encode mode, although data is continuous‘y 
coupled from memory 732 to parallel-to'serial conver 
sion unit 770. there are no clock pulses delivered to this 
unit so that no data is transmitted. When, however, the 
message to be transmitted has been successfully en 
coded, a character ofa special type is transmitted on 
line 762 to the mode control unit 738, which forces the 
mode to the transmit mode. This develops a signal on 
lines 775 and 776 to actuate the transmitter and to actu 
ate clock extractor 726 to produce clocking pulses on 
line 778 thereby to clock the parallel data into the paral 
lel conversion unit 770 from whence it is coupled to the 
FSK modulator. It will be appreciated that the transmit 
ter utilized may be internal to the soft copy unit or may 
be remote therefrom for the transmission of both the 
address and the message to another remote paging unit 
which may be either an identical soft copy unit such as 
described, or a hard copy unit in which digital address 
ing is utilized. The FSK output as illustrated by line 780 
may be coupled to a suitable modem which transmits 
the address and message over standard telephone cir 
cuits to a remote transmitter such that the subject soft 
copy message communicator may be utilized solely as 
the encoder. Thus encoders at different locations may 
be connected via a telephone link to the same transmit 
ter with appropriate circuitry at the transmitting station 
to prevent overlap or to allow sequential access. 
The precession of the display is accomplished, in one 

embodiment, as follows. The ?rst character which is 
entered into the recirculating shift register memory 
from switch 730 causes a single one bit wide pulse to be 
clocked into the memory control register 740. This bit 
will subsequently be referred to as the “pointer" bit. 
The purpose of the pointer bit is to indicate the begin~ 
ning of the message within the total length of the shift 
register memory. Its secondary function is to indicate 
the beginning of the display refresh cycle within the 
shift register memory when it is used for that purpose. 
A second function of memory control register 740 is 

to provide a timing pulse to indicate the duration of the 
message stored in the memory. This is accomplished by 
clocking into memory control register 740 a logic level 
“1" bit each time a new character is clocked into the 
recirculating shift register memory 732. In this way. a 
logic level “1" pulse is formed in the memory control 
register which is coincident or synchronous with the 
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6 
message character contents of the recirculating shift 
register memory. 

It will be appreciated that a [6] six bit ASCII coded 
message is serially clocked into the recirculating shift 
register memory. The beginning of this message is indi 
cated by the aforementioned pointer bit and its duration 
[in] is indicated by the number of logic level “1" bits 
entered into the memory control register. This permits 
the recirculation of the message in the shift register 
memory via a feedback circuit within the shift registers. 
For this purpose shift registers [menufactured] manu 
factured by National Semiconductor Co., model 
MM5056 may be utilized. 
The clocking of the message so as to permit recircula 

tion is accomplished via the output terminals of the shift 
registers within the memory control register. Depend 
ing on which portion of the cycle is then present. a 
certain number of clocking pulses are provided to the 
recirculating shi? memory to [accomplsih] accomplish 
the recirculation. The clocking for recirculation is 
many times that for readout so that reloading of the 
memory during recirculation is done at a fast rate be 
tween two readout cloclt pulses. The pointer pulse and 
the length of message pulses are decoded such that fast 
timing pulses to the memory are only delivered for a 
length of time sufficient to recirculate the message. In 
order to stop the message at the appropriate point of its 
beginning, the pointer bits are recognized and the quick 
recirculation is terminated. 

In the receive mode. the precession takes place auto 
matically because the pointer bit is automatically shifted 
via the timing control circuit to the memory control 
register. [this] This is accomplished by a timer com 
prising a monostable multivibrator within shift register 
and timing control circuit 758 which, when it times out. 
produces a clock pulse which shifts the pointer bit in the 
memory control register by [1] one bit. In so doing, 
one character from the portion of the memory dis 
played is dropped and one character from the portion of 
the memory not displayed is added. The time constant 
of this monostable multivibrator is made compatible 
with the precession rate desired. It will be appreciated 
that by altering the timing components of the multivi 
brator. [that] the procession rate can be easily varied. 
Moreover, the precasion rate is not controlled by any 
?xed counter or counting-type logic but rather is simply 
dependent upon the time out period of the multivibra 
tor. The automatic time out feature is disabled during 
the encode mode by the mode control circuit. 
The output signals from the recirculating shift regis 

ter memory are applied as inputs to the dot matrix char 
acter ROM 742. The dot matrix character ROM drives 
the row driver multiplexing circuit 744 and. via the 
display refresh and keyboard encoder timing circuit 
746. drives the column driver and multiplex circuit 748 
such that characters are read out of the dot matrix ROM 
in ?ve columns per character. Because of the recircula 
tion of the shift register memory, the dot matrix charac 
ter ROM is refreshed with the message such that, in one 
embodiment. the [12] twelve most recent characters 
are decoded by the ROM and are displayed. A Fair 
child Memory Model No. 3257 is utilized as the dot 
matrix character ROM. It will be appreciated that row 
driver 744 includes switchable current sources for ap 
plying a voltage to the appropriate rows of the LED 
dot matrix display 750. The columns of these displays 
are actuated by the display refresh and keyboard en 
coder timing 746 which sequentially actuates the col 
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umns to produce the characters. This completes the 
description of the generation of a precessing display 
when the paging unit is in the receive mode. 

In the encode mode. one of the functions of the 
pointer bit is to blank the display so that as each charac 
ter is entered via the keyboard. it replaces a blank por 
tion of the display with the appropriate character. In 
normal operation, [te] the recirculating shift register 
memory refreshes continually. With the advent of the 
pointer bit. the recirculating shift register cyclically 
reads out blank characters or spaces. Upon the depres 
sion of a character key. this character is added after the 
pointer bit and the blank characters are shifted one 
position to the right in the shift register such that one of 
the blank characters is lost and one character is added. 
This is re?ected in the next character refresh cycle and 
the key depressed is now present for visual veri?cation. 
The character refresh is going on all the time and at a 
very rapid rate such that the columns of the matrix 
display are rapidly and sequentially actuated via the 
clocking of the display, which also reads out the dot 
matrix character ROM. It will be obvious that the re— 
fresh cycle must be sufficiently rapid to avoid ?ickering 
of the display. It is therefore important when entering a 
character into the recirculating shift register memory 
that this be done at the appropriate time. In this case. 
the appropriate time means at the end of a refresh cycle. 
It is therefore the function of the pointer bit to insure 
that the character is entered into the recirculating shift 
registei' memory at this particular point and time. When 
a character key is depressed. the pointer bit is delayed 
by one bit position within the memory control register. 
This permits the next character to be entered at the 
correct time in the refresh cycle. When the display is 
full ([12] twelve characters displayed) the delay of the 
pointer bit by [1] one bit results in the display now 
presenting the characters following this pointer bit such 
that one character is deleted and one character is added. 
By the shifting of the pointer bit, what is displayed 

therefore are [ll] eleven old characters and one new 
character with the new character being the last one 
entered. This corresponds to a manual precession of the 
display such that the precession is controlled by the 
position of the pointer bit within the memory control 
register. What has been accomplished. therefore is that 
by the depression of keys in the keyboard. a message is 
loaded into the recirculating shift register memory in 
timed relationship to the refresh cycle which is estab 
lished by a pointer bit originated by depression of a 
control key and the appropriate character key in the 
keyboard. Since the recirculating shift register memory 
is continually read out to the dot matrix character 
ROM, what is read out of the shift register memory is 
displayed. Thus changes in data held by the memory 
are immediately displayed. 

Editing of the encoded message is accomplished very 
simply by processing the display to the point where the 
inaccurate or error character is at the right hand most 
portion of the display. This corresponds to the pointer 
bit location and merely entering the appropriate correc 
tion at that time replaces the character in error with the 
corrected character. [the] The corrected character 
then appears at that display position corresponding to 
the key depressed. 
Thus a convenience feature of this particular pager is 

that there is provided on the keyboard a key which, 
when activated simultaneously with the control key, 
causes the precessing circuit to time out such that the 
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display [precessed] precesres by one character at a 
time in a forward direction. corresponding to one de 
pression of the key. This enables editing of the message 
by [exactly] the exact positioning of the message 
within the display such that locating [of] the error 
character at the right most display [positon] position is 
easily accomplished. 
Another attractive feature of the subject pager is that 

by activating a simple freeze switch to its ON position. 
the automatic processing circuit is disabled thereby 
freezing the message on the display in [the] its position 
at the moment that the freeze switch is actuated. Pre 
cessing continues when the precessing circuit is again 
enabled by [throwing] changing the freeze switch to 
its OFF position. It will be appreciated that the freeze 
switch is in the freeze position during message composi 
tion. 

It will also be [appreicated] appreciated that by 
tapping off [of] the lines between the recirculating 
shift register memory and the dot matrix character 
ROM to parallel-to-serial conversion shift register 770, 
the encoded message may be made available at the 
output of this shift register for transmission. 

In order to transmit the encoded message. a control 
key is depressed on the keyboard along with a prese 
lected character key such that the recirculating shift 
register memory is read out in a timed sequence com 
patible with the transmission of FSK modulation to a 
transmitter. It will be appreciated that parallel-to-serial 
conversion register 770 is loaded in synchronism with 
the clocking of the recirculating shift register memory 
during the specially timed readout. By virtue of the 
specially generated clocking signals the recirculating 
shift register is read out in parallel a word at a time to 
the parallel-to-serial conversion register. Thereafter, 
the parallel-to-serial conversion register is clocked seri 
ally to read out this word. 
With the output of the parallel-to-serial conversion 

register 770 being applied to a conventional FSK modu 
lator. it will be appreciated in one embodiment that the 
signal from the FSK modulator may contain an addrms 
code followed by a message. The addresses will, of 
course, be entered from the keyboard as a pre?x to the 
message to be transmitted. The pager which receives 
this message obviously does not display the address 
code‘ but. [is] rather. is actuated after receipt and 
decoding of its particular address code. Thus. in the 
case of digital addresses. the keyboard of the subject 
pager may be utilized to formulate these addresses. 

In another aspect of the subject invention. it is a fea 
ture that the same counter provides a timing sequence 
to refresh the LED dot matrix display by reading out 
the memory cyclically and provides for the encoding of 
signals [(i.e., character codes)] to be read into the 
recirculating shi? register memory. In one configura 
tion. illustrated in FIG. 3, an n-bit binary counter 800 in 
display refresh and encoder timing circuit ‘746 is utilized 
which has a certain number of least significant bits, for 
purposes of illustration in this case, [4] four. These 

60 four least sipii?cant bits are utilized through a [l-out 

65 

of-l6] one-our-of-sixteen binary decoder circuit 802 to 
drive the display made up of multiple 5 x 7 dot matrices 
803 via column drivers 804 and to drive encoder key 
board 734 such that the data is read out in three charac 
ter blocks. The rows of matrices 803 are driven by row 
driver 806 in accordance with dot matrix character 
generator 742. After the [4] four least signi?cant bits, 
the next least signi?cant bits are then routed to a row 
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driver group enable decoder 807. also in circuit 746. 
which is utilized to drive the next group of characters to 
be presented. In this manner, the message is grouped via 
sets of three characters and. in this sense. the character 
generation and display is multiplexed. The use of the 
n-bit binary counter sets the multiplexing for the display 
such that a minimum of row and column drivers are 
required. This counter is used both in the encoding of a 
message when the message is to be encoded as well as in 
the driving of the display. What will now be described 
is the interaction of the keyboard with the n-bit binary 
counter to provide the [6] six bit ASCII character 
codes during the encoding operation. 
As mentioned before, a [one-out-of l] one-our-of 

sixteen binary decoder 802 is provided along with [l5] 
?fteen column drivers[,] and [I6] sixteen column 
keyboard matrix 734. The function of this binary de 
coder is to decode the [4] four least signi?cant bits of 
the n-bit binary counter and to simultaneously drive 
both the column drivers in sets of five and the [I6] 
sixteen columns of the keyboard matrix. 

In the generation of the [6] six bit ASCII code 
characters, the n-bit counter is continuously cycled '. la 
timing logic 816 to sequentially present by its states all 
ASCII character codes to a data register 008. Binary 
decoder 802 is also cycled to produce output pulses at 
its output terminals in a serial fashion so that during a 
complete cycle all characters are available as a combi 
nation of the signals from the n-bit counter. At the same 
time, the cycling binary decoder outputs are used to 
drive the columns to the display. This cycling occurs 
very rapidly to prevent ?icker of the display. Since the 
outputs from the binary decoder are applied to different 
keys in a timed sequence, depending on the key switch 
closed at a given time in the read out cycle, an enable 
pulse correlated with the character to be encoded is 
gated over line 809 to data register 808 which is fed in 
parallel with the output of the n-bit binary counter. At 
any given time. the n-bit binary counter has an output 
which corresponds to a given character. Thus. at a 
given instant of time, the state of the n-bit counter cor 
responds to a character, for instance. the letter 
“M [.]". If the M key is depressed at this time, then the 
dataregisterisloadedtoencodeMandthischaracteris 
entered into the recirculating shift register memory. 
The gating logic for gating the enable pulse to the 

data register is illustrated in dotted box 810 and operates 
in combination with the ??h bit of the n-bit shift regis' 
ter. The ?fth bit determines whether it is the top or 
bottom row of the keyboard which is actuated. In one 
embodiment, the keyboard has two rows and [I6] 
sixteen columns. An electronic (digital) switch is pro 
vided to enable the choosing of which row of the key 
board is actuated by controlling the state of the fifth bit 
in the n-bit shift register. This electronic switch includes 
a shift key 812. 

In summary, it is the function of the binary decoder in 
the display refresh and keyboard decoder timing circuit 
746 to provide [16] sixteen output terminals and to 
produce sequentially a series of pulses, each at a differ 
ent output terminal wherein the time that each pulse is 
generated [corresponding] corresponds to a state of the 
counter as it cycles through its [16] sixteen states and. 
therefore a character. This relates the output terminals 
to the character represented by the state of the n-bit 
binary counter. Thus, if a pulse appears at the “0”output 
of the binary decoder. this corresponds to a state of the 
n-bit binary counter and some predetermined ASCII 
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character. If a pulse appears on the “l‘j output of the 
binary counter. this will occur at a subsequent period of 
time and indicates that the n-bit binary counter has 
changed thereby to recognize a different ASCII char 
acter. The closing of a keyboard switch connects the 
pulse from an associated output of the binary pointer to 
a gating system to provide a dump signal to the data 
register which changes its ASC II output with each 
change of the n-bit register. The binary decoder cycles 
through its [16] sixteen states sequentially such that 
the depression of a key will produce a clock pulse to the 
data register which clock pulse arrives at a time corre 
sponding to the given character. Thus. in a given se 
qucnce, the delivery of a dump pulse to the data register 
results in the dumping of the particular ASCII code to 
the recirculating shift register memory. What has there 
fore been accomplished is that by delivering a dump 
pulse to the data register at a particular predetermined 
time in the sequence, the n-bit counter state is read out 
for that character through the data register and into the 
recirculating shift register memory as the appropriate 
ASCII code. 

It will be appreciated, however, that if the key in the 
keyboard is depressed for a long period of time, absent 
any additional circuitry. the character will be repeti 
tively read into the memory. This is undesirable since 
the depression of a key once is supposed to result in only 
one character being read into the memory. A circuit is 
therefore utilized which provides that for a single de 
pression of a keyboard key, only one character is read 
into the recirculating shift register memory. Basically. 
this is accomplished by reading a clock 314 pulse only 
once for one key depression no matter how long the key 
is depressed. If multiple characters of the same type are 
to be read in, the key must be depressed a number of 
times. 

Thus, the n-bit binary counter and binary decoder act 
as a single logic block or circuit to decode the charac 
ters entered at the keyboard while. at the same time 
supplying timing signals to the column drivers of the 
display. In this connection, counter 800 is stepped 
through states representing all of the alpha/numeric 
characters. The binary decoder decodes these charac 
_ters and produces sequentially. a series of timing pulses 
at its output terminals. These signals sequentially actu 
ate the columns of the matrices via drivers 004. Simulta 
neously, an output from a particular output terminal of 
the decoder de?nes a particular state of counter 000 and 
thus a character. It will be appreciated that counter 800 
and decoder 802 are clocked quite rapidly such that the 
columns are actuated in quick succession. When a mes 
sage is to be displayed. dot matrix character generator 
742 is clocked and the first group row driver is enabled. 
Generator 742 produces the appropriate signals for 
energizing the appropriate dots for the ?rst column of 
the character to be displayed. On the next clock pulse, 
generator 742 produces signals for energizing the ap 
propriate dots for the next column of this same charac 
ter, etc. Thus the columns are always being quickly 
strobed while the rows are actuated in synchronism. 
For keyboard encoding purposes the outputs of de 

coder 802 function not as timing signals, but rather as 
signals indicative of the state of the binary counter. For 
instance, outputs 0-4 can correspond to characters 
A, B, C, and D. As mentioned before, the fi?h n-bit bi 
nary counter output can be used to designate whether 
switches 1-16 are activated or switches 17-32. Thus. 
the [ I6] sixteen outputs of the decoder can determine 
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[32] thirty-two characters. If during the strobing a 
particular key is depressed. sometime during the strob 
ing cycle a pulse will be delivered to logic 810 to cause 
data shift register 808 to transmit a binary code to the 
recirculating shift register memory. Because the pulse 
transmitted corresponds in time to a particular state of 
the n-bit counter. the character read out of the n-bit 
counter at this time is the one corresponding to the key 
depressed. 

In this way, the same logic circuit serves to generate 
one set of signals for both display timing and character 
designation. 

It will be noted that both the row drivers and the 
column drivers are multiplexed. First. the leftmost 
group row driver is activated simultaneously with the 
sequential activation of the columns associated with the 
three leftmost column drivers. A?er the ?rst three ma 
trices are activated. the next group row driver is acti 
vated and the next set of three matrices is enabled. Thus. 
the matrices are enabled in sets of three. In this embodi 
ment. row driver selection is accomplished by circuitry 
within row enable decoder 807. it will be appreciated 
that the column drivers are sequenced by the connec 
tions of the column drivers to successive output termi 
nals of decoder 802. 

Although a speci?c [emobdiment] embodiment to 
the invention has been described in considerable detail 
for illustrative purposes. many modi?cations will occur 
to those skilled in the art. it is therefore desired that the 
protection afforded by Letters Patent be limited only by 
the true scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. A pager for displaying a message in alpha/numeric 

form comprising: 
means for receiving address signals and coded mes 

sage signals; 
means for decoding said addrea [-] signals and for 

generating an actuation signal; 
an internal memory for storing received message 

signals; 
means for displaying an alpha/numeric message of a 

predetermined length said display means having 
character display means at different lateral loca 
tions; 

means responsive to said actuation signal for loading 
said message signals into said memory; and 

means for reading out said memory, decoding the 
signals read out from said memory and for driving 
said display means with the decoded message in 
suchamannerthatsaidmessageprecessesacross 
said display by lateral displacement of a character 
in the message a number of times to next adjacent 
character locations[,] so that the character moves 
acrossthedisplayfromonesideofthedisplayto 
the other side, whereby long messages for a prede 
termined recipient may be displayed on a limited 
length display in a personally portable unit. 

2. The pager of claim 1 wherein said memory is a 
recirculating memory which recirculates to preceas the 
message. 

3. The pager of claim 2 wherein said recirculating 
memory includes a shift register and means for advanc 
ing said shi? register. 

4. The pager of claim 3 wherein said pager includes 
means for freezing the precession and wherein said 
advancing means selectively advances said shift register 
continuously and a character at a time. 
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S. The pager of claim 1 wherein said display includes 

a number of light emitting diodes for defining the al 
phat/numeric character. 

6. The pager of claim 5 wherein said light emitting 
diodes are arranged in a dot matrix. 

7. A combination pager and message encoder com 
prising: 

means for decoding a?rst message transmitted to said 
pager: 

means for displaying said decoded ?rst message in a 
precessing display in which characters in the de 
coded first message are laterally displaced a number 
of times to next adjacent character locations so that 
the characters move across the display from one 
side to the other side; 

means including a keyboard for composing and encod 
ing a second message; and 

means for coupling said [encoded] second message 
to said preoessing display, whereby a single pre 
cessing display is used for both message reception 
and message [encoding] composition. 

8. The combination pager and message encoder of 
claim 7 wherein said encoding means further includes 
means for forming a serially encoded message stream 
corresponding to said encoded message. 

9. The combination pager and message encoder of 
claim 8 and further including means adapted to couple 
said message stream to a telephone line via an acoustic 
coupler. 

10. The combination of claim 8 and further including 
means at said pager and encoder for directly transmit 
ting said message stream to other pagers in the vicinity 
of said pager-encoder combination. 

[1. In a pager adapted to receive encoded messages 
transmitted from a remote location. 
means for decoding the transmitted message into a 
form suitable for display; and 

means for displaying said decoded message in a pre 
cessing display in which characters in said decoded 
message are laterally displaced a number of times 
to nest adjacent character locations so that the 
characters move across the display from one side to 
the other. 

12. For use in combination with common carrier 
paging transmission apparatus having [a voice] on 
audio channel. 

a device including an encoder remote from said appa 
ratus having a keyboard for entering a message and 
means for transmitting to said paging transmission 
apparatus a series of coded audio tones indicative 
[to] of the message entered at said keyboard. said 
device including a precessing display for displaying 
portions of the message entered at said keyboard in 
which characters are laterally displaced a number of 
drum to next adjacent character locations so that the 
characters move from one side of the display to the 
other: and 

means for coupling said encoder to the audio channel 
of said transmitting apparatus. whereby the en 
coded message may be transmitted to a predeter 
mined recipient via said audio channel after said 
apparatus has transmitted a predetermined address. 

[13. The encoder of claim 12 and further including a 
precessing display at said encoder for displaying por 
tions of the message entered at said keyboard in which 
characters are laterally displaced a number of times to 
next adjacent character locations so that the characters 
move from one side of the display to the other] 
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14. The encoder of claim [13] 12 wherein said pre 
cessing display includes a recirculating memory for 
storing the message entered at said keyboard. and means 
for driving said display in accordance with the output 
of said recirculating memory. said recirculating mem— 
ory being coupled to said processing display through 
said drive means for driving it in a precessing manner 
with the recirculation of said memory. 

15. A method for transmitting an alpha/numeric mes 
sage to a predetermined pager adapted to receive and 
display the message and having an address, comprising 
the steps of: 

encoding said message and. simultaneously in a process 
ing alpha/numeric display, precessing said message 
across said display such that characters in the message 
are laterally displaced a number of times to next 
adjacent character locations so that the characters 
move from one side of the display to the other.‘ 

dialing a telephone number corresponding to said 
[predetermined] address, 

transmitting signals on an RF carrier. indicative of 
said [predetermined] address to activate said pre 
determined pager from a central transmitter remote 
from said encoding and from said display: [and] 

wherein said encoding step, said dialing step and said 
?rst transmitting step being performed in any relative 
order, provided that said dialing step precedes said 
first transmitting step and said second transmitting 
step; 

converting the 
ing step into a series 
message, 

[generating a series 

encoded message produced by said encod 
of audio tonu indicative of said 

of audio tones indicative oi] 
coupling said audio tona to said transmitter: and 
transmitting said message on the carrier from said 
central transmitter after transmitting said address 
signalsL said generating step including the steps of 
encoding said message at a location remote from 
said transmitter, converting said encoded message 
into audio tones, and coupling said audio tones to 
said transmitter]. 

16. A message encoding unit comprising: 
means including a keyboard for encoding a message; 
a memory for storing the encoded , 
a display including an arrangement of display ele 

ments, selected elements being [actuateable] octu~ 
arable to present an alpha/numeric character; 

means for driving said display in accordance with 
selected characters in said memory such that a 
portion of an alpha/numeric message is presented 
by said display at any given time, said drive means 
including means for processing said message across 
said display such that characters in the message are 
laterally displaced a number of times to next adja 
cent character locations so that the characters 
move from one side of said display to the other; and 

means for decoding the message in said memory and 
for making said decoded message available at an 
output thereof. 

17. The message encoding unit of claim 16 wherein 
said memory includes a recirculating shift register mem 
ory and wherein said drive means includes means for 
incrementing said shi? register memory. 

18. The message encoding unit of claim 17 wherein 
said means for making said decoded message available 
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14 
includes means coupled to said memory for converting 
the message therein into a serial bit stream and means 
for coupling said serial bit stream to said output. 

19. The message encoding unit of claim 16 wherein 
said drive means includes means for inhibiting said pre~ 
cession. 

20. The message encoding unit of claim 19 wherein 
said memory includes a recirculating shift register mem 
ory, wherein said drive means includes means for incre 
mcnting said shift register memory and wherein said 
precession inhibiting means includes means for inhibit 
ing said incrementing means. 

21. The encoding unit of claim 16 wherein said dis 
play includes a dot matrix arrangement of display ele 
11161115. 

22. The encoding unit of claim 16 wherein said dis 
play includes light emitting diode elements. 

23. A combination pager and message encoder compris 
ing: 

means /‘or decoding a ?rst message transmitted to said 

P48"; 
means for displaying said decoded ?rst message in a 
precnsing display in which characters in the decoded 
first message are laterally displaced a number of times 
to next adjacent character locations so that the char 
acters move across the display from one side to the 
other.‘ 

means including a keyboard for composing and encod 
ing a second message; and 

means for coupling said second message to said display 
ing means. 

whereby a single precessing display is used for both mes 
sage recep ' n and massage composition. 

24. The encoder of claim 14 wherein said recirculating 
memory comprises a memory of capacity greater than that 
necessary to contain as many characters as can be dis 
played in said display at any one time 

25. A method as recited in claim 15, wherein said encod 
ing step comprises encoding said message in a memory 
remote from said central transmitter. 

26. A method for transmitting an alpha/numeric mes 
sage to a predetermined pager adapted to receive and dis 
play the message. comprising the steps a}? 

dialing a telephone number corrmponding to a predeter 
mined address: 

transmitting signals on an RF carrier indicative of said 
predetermined address to activate said predetermined 
pager from a central transmitter: and 

generating a series of audio tones indicative of said mes 
sage on the carrier from said central transmitter after 
transmitting said address signaLs. said generating step 
including the steps of encoding said message while 
simultaneously displaying said message in a precess 
ing alpha/numeric display which precesses said mes 
sage across said display such that characters in the 
message are laterally displaced a number of times to 
next adajcent character locations so that the charac 
ters move from one side of the display to the other at 
a location remote from said transmitter, converting 
said encoded mesage into audio tones. an coupling 
said audio tones to said tmhsmitter. 

27. A method as recited in claim 26. wherein said encod 
ing step comprises encoding said message in a memory at a 
location remote from said central transmitter. 
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